Austria Conference 2004
We flew to Munich from Belfast and Stansted and travelled by coach to the
conference in Austria. It was held in a lovely Austrian castle, high in the mountains.
There were over 75 pastors and delegates from various countries including Belarus ,
Ukraine , Albania and one from Burkina Faso . There were three 2 hour meetings each
day and the pace was hectic. The pastors were there to be encouraged and built up and
we enjoyed the teaching and fellowship.
We got to present the work of
Language Recordings on the 2nd day
and the response was unbelievable.
We played cassettes in all their
languages and as each heard their
own they cheered and stood up. They
all wanted cassettes, booklets and
Messenger players. We took 10 of
each cassette in these languages and
immediately after the meeting they
had all gone. They then gave me
their name and addresses and what
church they belonged to and could we please send them our materials. They had never
seen them before and they all wanted all we could give them.
Schloss Mittersill, Christian Conference Centre

One lady who was a Sunday school representative for a huge church in Belarus said that
she was responsible for 375 Sunday Schools but they have no materials at all. Our
hearts really went out to her. Others said they reach out to Gypsy groups and wanted
Gypsy cassettes. Others wanted cassettes for non readers, prisons, hospitals and
outreach projects. Many requested scriptures on cassette. We have a huge list of
“orders”, and the potential is enormous.
This confirmed and encouraged us that there is so much need in Central Eastern Europe
and all over Europe for our materials. Also we have contacts for recordings in Albanian
and Belarus Gypsy. I was also able to record in Russian with a translator who was there.
We have also invitations from churches in Belarus, Russia, Ukraine and Albania to go
and minister and share about the work wherever it is possible.
It was also especially good for the team we travelled with to see our materials in action
and they were very impressed. Hopefully they will be able to help with the delivery of
these orders to the various countries.
In between all this we got to have 2 afternoons site-seeing in the mountains and we
arrived back home safe and sound on Saturday night. We had a wonderful and blessed

time and we are so thankful to The Lord for giving us this special time. It seems like
this will open many new doors for LRUK in Europe . When we returned we were able to
send out huge amounts of our materials and to particularly the lady who desperately
wanted Sunday Schools materials.

